STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT
ANOKA COUNTY, MINNESOTA
NOVEMBER 4, 2008

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS:
To vote, completely fill in the oval(s) next to your choice(s) like this: ☐

FEDERAL OFFICES

PRESIDENT and VICE-PRESIDENT VOTE FOR ONE TEAM
☐ JOHN MCCAIN
AND SARAH PALIN Republican

☐ BARACK OBAMA
AND JOE BIDEN Democratic/Independent

☐ CYNTHIA MCKINNEY
AND ROSA CLEMENTE Constitution

☐ ROGER CALERO
AND ALTON KENNEDY Independent

☐ RALPH NADER
AND MATT GONZALEZ Constitution

☐ BOB BARR
AND WAYNE A. ROOT Constitution

☐ CHUCK BALDWIN
AND DARRELL CASTLE Constitution

UNITED STATES SENATOR VOTE FOR ONE
☐ DEAN BARKLEY
☐ NORM COLEMAN Republican
☐ AL FRANKEN Democratic-Farmer-Labor

☐ CHARLES ALDRICH Independent
☐ JAMES NIEMACKL Constitution

UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 6 VOTE FOR ONE
☐ BOB ANDERSON Independent
☐ MICHELE BACHMANN Republican
☐ EL TINKLENBERG Democratic-Farmer-Labor

☐ PAUL GARDNER Independent

STEPHANIE PARKER CONSERVATION DISTRICT 33A VOTE FOR ONE
☐ JOHN KAPPLER

STATE OFFICES

PRESIDENT and VICE-PRESIDENT VOTE FOR ONE TEAM

☐ KEVIN RYAN
AND RHONDA SIVARAJAH

☐ KEVIN RYAN
AND RHONDA SIVARAJAH

☐ SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 2 VOTE FOR ONE
☐ KARLA M. KOMEC

☐ SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 3 VOTE FOR ONE

☐ VICI L. NABS

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT
Failure to vote on a constitutional amendment will have the same
effect as voting no for the amendment.

To vote for a proposed constitutional amendment, completely fill
in the oval next to the word "YES" for that question. To vote
against a proposed constitutional amendment, completely fill
in the oval next to the word "NO" for that question.

PROPOSED CHARTER AMENDMENT INITIATED BY VOTER PETITION

Should Chapter 6 of the City of Lino Lakes charter be
amended to authorize the financing of public improvements with
special assessments using the procedures of Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 429 instead of
current City Charter procedures that include a city-wide referendum for most improvements?

☐ YES
☐ NO

RURAL WATER, MILKLINE, CULTURAL HERITAGE, AND NATURAL AREAS.
Shall the Minnesota Constitution be amended to dedicate funding to protect our drinking water sources, to protect, enhance, and restore our wetlands, prairies, forests, and farmland, and wildlife habitat; to preserve our arts and cultural heritage; to support our parks and trails; and to protect, enhance, and restore our lakes, rivers, streams, and groundwater by increasing the sales and use tax rate beginning on July 1, 2008, by three-eighths of one percent on taxable sales until the year 2024?

☐ VOTE YES
☐ VOTE NO

COUNTY OFFICES

COUNTY COMMISSIONER DISTRICT 6 VOTE FOR ONE

☐ DEBORAH PERSONS-PARKER
☐ CHRISTINA WILSON

☐ ROBERT CLARK
☐ ED RING

☐ CINDY NORTON
☐ KAREN LODICO

☐ PETER T. BROWN

SPECIAL ELECTION FOR SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER To fill vacancy in term expiring January 3, 2011 VOTE FOR ONE
☐ JOHN BURNS
☐ AMY ENROTH STELLMACK

☐ JENNIFER CHERPY

SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER VOTE FOR UP TO THREE

VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT
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### JUDICIAL OFFICES

#### SUPREME COURT
- Associate Justice 3
  - Vote for one
  - Paul H. Anderson
  - Tim Tinglestad
  - Karen, Farmer

- Associate Justice 4
  - Vote for one
  - Lore Skjerven Gildea
  - Deborah Hedlund
  - Karen, Farmer

#### 10TH DISTRICT COURT
- Judge 14
  - Vote for one
  - Luke R. Slettflug
  - Nancy J. Logerung
  - Karen, Farmer

- Judge 39
  - Vote for one
  - John P. Dehen
  - Robert B. Varco
  - Karen, Farmer

#### COURT OF APPEALS
- Judge 16
  - Vote for one
  - Dan Griffith
  - Terri J. Stoneburner
  - Karen, Farmer

- Judge 5
  - Vote for one
  - Douglas W. Meslow
  - Karen, Farmer

- Judge 7
  - Vote for one
  - Richard C. Ilkka
  - Karen, Farmer

- Judge 9
  - Vote for one
  - Karla F. Hancock
  - Karen, Farmer

- Judge 10
  - Vote for one
  - Roger M. Klaphake
  - Karen, Farmer

- Judge 21
  - Vote for one
  - Kenneth L. Jorgensen
  - Karen, Farmer

- Judge 22
  - Vote for one
  - Tammi Fredrickson
  - Karen, Farmer

### 10TH DISTRICT COURT
- Judge 23
  - Vote for one
  - Dale E. Mossey
  - Karen, Farmer

- Judge 24
  - Vote for one
  - B. William Ekstrum
  - Karen, Farmer

- Judge 26
  - Vote for one
  - Barry A. Sullivan
  - Karen, Farmer

- Judge 34
  - Vote for one
  - Thomas D. Hayes
  - Karen, Farmer

- Judge 35
  - Vote for one
  - Ellen Louise Maas
  - Karen, Farmer

- Judge 37
  - Vote for one
  - James T. (Jim) Reuter
  - Karen, Farmer

- Judge 38
  - Vote for one
  - Gregory G. Gallner
  - Karen, Farmer

- Judge 43
  - Vote for one
  - Jonathan J. Jasper
  - Karen, Farmer

**VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT**

BACK Card 214 Seats 560 "Lino Lakes Pt"